Abstract. The Deseret Alphabet was an orthographical reform for English, promoted by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (the Mormons) between about 1854 and 1875. An offshoot of the Pitman phonotypy reforms, the Deseret Alphabet is remembered mainly for its use of non-Roman glyphs. Though ultimately rejected, the Deseret Alphabet was used in four printed books, numerous newspaper articles, several unprinted book manuscripts, journals, meeting minutes, letters and even a gold coin, a tombstone and an early English-to-Hopi vocabulary. This paper reviews the history of the Deseret Alphabet, its Unicode implementation, fonts both metal and digital, and projects involving the typesetting of Deseret Alphabet texts.
Introduction
The Deseret Alphabet was an orthographical reform for English, promoted by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (the Mormons) between about 1854 and 1875. While the Deseret Alphabet is usually remembered today as an oddity, a strange non-Roman alphabet that seemed doomed to failure, it was in fact used on and off for 20 years, leaving four printed books (including The Book of Mormon), numerous newspaper articles, several unprinted book manuscripts (including the entire Bible), journals, meeting minutes, letters and even a gold coin and a tombstone. There is also growing evidence that the Deseret Alphabet was experimentally used by some Mormon missionaries to transcribe words in Spanish, Shoshone, Hopi and other languages.
A number of historians [19, 11, 20, 21, 4, 1, 22, 6] have analyzed the Deseret Alphabet, which was justly criticized by typographers [21, 31] , but what is often overlooked is the corpus of phonemically written documents, which are potentially interesting to both historians and linguists. Because few people, then or now, can be persuaded to learn the Alphabet, the majority of the documents have lain unread for 140 years. For example, in December of 2002, an "Indian Vocabulary" of almost 500 entries, written completely in the Deseret Alphabet, Fig. 1 . On 24 March 1854 the newly adopted Deseret Alphabet was first printed, probably using wooden type, and presented to the Board of Regents of the Deseret University. Although this rare flier is undated, it matches the 38-letter Alphabet as copied into the journal of Regent Hosea Stout on that date [30] . Utah State Historical Society.
was finally identified as being English-to-Hopi, being perhaps the oldest written record of the Hopi language. This paper will proceed with a short history of the Deseret Alphabet, putting it in the context of the Pitman phonotypy movement that inspired it from beginning to end 1 ; special emphasis will be placed on the variants of the Alphabet used over the years, and on the cutting and casting of historical fonts. Then I will review some modern digital fonts and the implementation of the Deseret Alphabet in Unicode, showing how some honest mistakes were made and how the results are still awkward for encoding and typesetting some of the most interesting historical documents. Finally, I will show how I have used a combination of XML, L A T E X, the TIPA package and my own METAFONTdefined [16, 10] desalph font to typeset a critical edition of the English-to-Hopi vocabulary, and related documents, from 1859-60.
The Pitman Reform Context

The Pitman Reform Movements
To begin, it is impossible to understand the Deseret Alphabet without knowing a bit about two nineteenth-century orthographic reformers, Isaac Pitman (1813-1897) and his younger brother Benn (1822 Benn ( -1910 . The Mormon experiments in orthographical reform, too often treated as isolated aberrations, were in fact influenced from beginning to end by the Pitman movements, at a time when many spelling reforms were being promoted.
Pitman Shorthand or Phonography. There have been hundreds of systems of stenography, commonly called shorthand, used for writing English; but Isaac Pitman's system, first published in his 1837 Stenographic Sound-hand and called "phonography"
2 , was soon a huge success, spreading through the Englishspeaking world and eventually being adapted to some fifteen other languages. Modern versions of Pitman shorthand are still used in Britain, Canada, and in most of the cricket-playing countries; in the USA it was taught at least into the 1930s but was eventually overtaken by the Gregg system.
The main goal of any shorthand system is to allow a trained practitioner, called a "reporter" in the Pitman tradition, to record speech accurately at speed, including trial proceedings 3 In modern parlance we still have the term court reporter. 4 According to one of Pitman's own early scripts, which indicates stress, he pronounced the word /fo"n6tipi/. 5 To provide a faithful representation of original Pitman and Deseret Alphabet texts, I adopt a broad phonemic transcription that uses, as far as possible, a single International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) letter for each English phoneme [12] . Thus the affricates and are transliterated as the rarely used IPA /Ù/ and /Ã/ letters, respectively, rather than the sequences /tS/ and /dZ/ or even the tied forms / > tS/ and / > dZ/. The diphthongs are shown in IPA as a combination of a nucleus and a superscript glide. The Deseret Alphabet, and the Pitman-Ellis 1847 alphabet which was its phonemic model, treat the / j u/ vowel in words like mule as a single diphthong phoneme; see Ladefoged [17] for a recent discussion and defense of this practice. Although in most English dialects the vowels in mate and moat are diphthongized, the Deseret Alphabet follows Pitman in treating them as the simple "long vowels" /e/ and /o/. The goals of general spelling reform, to create a new "book orthography", are quite different from those of shorthand. While shorthand is intended for use by highly trained scribes, a book orthography is for all of us and should be easily learned and used. Where shorthand requires simplicity, abbreviation and swiftness of writing, varying with the reporter's skill, a book orthography should aim for orthographical consistency, phonological completeness and ease of reading. Finally, a book orthography must lend itself to esthetic typography and easy typesetting; Pitman's phonographic books, in contrast, had to be engraved and printed via the lithographic process 6 . Pitman saw his popular phonography chiefly as the path leading to phonotypy, which was a much harder sell. His articles in the phonographic (shorthand) journals frequently pushed the spelling reform, and when invited to lecture on phonography, he reportedly managed to spend half the time talking about phonotypy. Throughout the rest of his life, Pitman proposed a long succession of alphabetic experiments, all of them Romanic, trying in vain to find a winning formula.
Pitman's phonotypic publications include not only his phonotypic journals but dozens of books, including again the entire Bible (1850). But in the end, phonotypy never caught on, and the various phonotypic projects, including the constant cutting and casting of new type, were "from first to last a serious financial drain" [2] . In 1894, a few years before his death, Pitman was knighted by Queen Victoria for his life's work in phonography, with no mention made of his beloved phonotypy.
Today Pitman phonotypy is almost completely forgotten, and it has not yet found a champion to sponsor its inclusion in Unicode. But Pitman was far from alone -by the 1880s, there were an estimated 50 different spelling reforms under consideration by the English Spelling Reform Association. This was the general nineteenth-century context in which the Deseret Alphabet was born; lots of people were trying to reform English orthography.
The Mormons Discover the Pitman Movement
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints was founded in 1830 in upstate New York by Joseph Smith, a farm boy who claimed to have received a vision of God the Father and Jesus Christ, who commanded him to restore the true Church of Christ. He also claimed that he received from an angel a book, engraved on golden plates, which he translated as The Book of Mormon. His followers, who revered him as a prophet, grew rapidly in number, and soon, following the western movement and spurred by religious persecution, they migrated from New York, to Ohio, to Missouri and then to Illinois, where in 1839 they founded the city of Nauvoo on the Mississippi River.
Missionary work had started immediately, both at home and abroad, and in 1837, the same year that Pitman published his Stenographic Sound-hand, a certain George D. Watt was baptized as the first Mormon convert in England. Despite an unpromising childhood, which included time in a workhouse, young George had learned to read and write; and between the time of his baptism and his emigration to Nauvoo in 1842, he had also learned Pitman phonography. The arrival of Watt in Nauvoo revolutionized the reporting of Mormon meeting minutes, speeches and sermons. Other converts flowed into Nauvoo, so that by 1846 it had become, by some reports, the largest city in Illinois, with some 20,000 inhabitants.
But violence broke out between the Mormons and their "gentile" neighbors, and in 1844 Joseph Smith was assassinated by a mob. In 1845, even during the ensuing confusion and power struggles, Watt gave phonography classes; one notable student was Mormon Apostle Brigham Young. Watt was also President of the Phonographic Club of Nauvoo [1] . In addition to phonography, Watt was almost certainly aware of the new phonotypy being proposed by Pitman, and it is likely that he planted the idea of spelling reform in Brigham Young's mind at this time.
In 1846, Watt was sent on a mission back to England. It is the wish of the council, that you procure 200 lbs of phonotype, or thereabouts, as you may find necessary, to print a small book for the benefit of the Saints and cause same to be forwarded to Winter Quarters before navigation closes, by some trusty brother on his return, so that we have the type to use next winter.
The "phonotype" referred to is the actual lead type used for Pitman phonotypy. The Saints, meaning the members of the Church, were still in desperate times -600 would die from exposure and disease at Winter Quarters -and while there is no record that this type was ever delivered, it shows that the Mormons' first extant plans for spelling reform involved nothing more exotic than an off-theshelf Pitman phonotypy alphabet. It is not known exactly which version of Pitman phonotypy Young had in mind; Pitman's alphabets went through no fewer than 15 variations between January 1844 and January 1847, and the isolated Mormons were likely out of date. In any case, Pitman's alphabets had by this time become more conventionally Roman. Alphabet No. 15 (see Figure 4) , presented in The Phonotypic Journal of October 1844 8 , marked Pitman's abandonment of the bicameral "capital" alphabets, and his adoption of alphabets that had distinguished uppercase vs. lowercase glyphs, which he called "lowercase" or "small letter" alphabets.
The Mormons started leaving Winter Quarters as soon as the trails were passable, and the first party, including Brigham Young, arrived in the valley of the Great Salt Lake in July of 1847, founding Great Salt Lake City. Mormon colonists were soon sent throughout the mountain west. They called their new land Deseret, a word from The Book of Mormon meaning honey bee. In response to Mormon petitions to found a State of Deseret, Congress established instead a Territory of Utah, naming it after the local Ute Indians. In spite of this nominal rebuff, Brigham Young was appointed Governor, and the name Deseret would be applied to a newspaper, a bank, a university, numerous businesses and associations, and even a spelling-reform alphabet. The name Deseret, and the beehive symbol, remain common and largely secularized in Utah today.
The History of the Deseret Alphabet
Deliberations: 1850-1853
Education has always been a high priority for the Mormons, and on 13 March 1850 the Deseret University, now the University of Utah, was established under a Chancellor and Board of Regents that included the leading men of the new society. Actual teaching would not begin for several years, and the first task given to the Regents was to design and implement a spelling reform. Although serious discussion of spelling reform began in 1850, I will jump ahead to 1853, when the Regency met regularly in a series of well-documented meetings leading to the adoption of the Deseret Alphabet. Throughout that year, the Regents presented to each other numerous candidate orthographies ranging from completely new alphabets, to Pitman shorthand, to minimal reforms that used only the traditional 26-letter Roman alphabet with standardized use of digraphs. The discussion was wide open, but by November of 1853, it was clear that the "1847 Alphabet" (see Figure 5 ), a 40-letter version backed jointly by Isaac Pitman and phonetician Alexander J. Ellis [15] , was the recommended model. The 1847 Alphabet was presented to the Board in a surviving chart (see Figure 6 ) and the meeting minutes were even being delivered by reporter George D. Watt in the longhand form of this alphabet. Brigham Young, President of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and Governor of the Territory of Utah, took a personal interest in the 1853 meetings, attending many and participating actively. On the 22 nd and 23 rd of November, he and the Regents adopted their own modified version of the 1847 Alphabet, with some of the glyphs modified or switched, and names for the letters were adopted. A couple of Pitman letters were simply voted out, namely those for the diphthongs /O j / and / j u/, which are exemplified with the words oyster and use in the 1847 chart. The result was a 38-letter alphabet, still very [28, 18] 11 . Brigham Young and the Board of Regents were persuaded, the Board's modified Pitman alphabet was defenestrated, and the first version of a new non-Roman alphabet was adopted 22 December 1853, with 38 original glyphs devised by George D. Watt and perhaps also by a lesser-known figure named John Vance. The Deseret Alphabet was born.
Early Deseret Alphabet: 1854-1855
In Salt Lake City, the Deseret News announced the Alphabet to its readers 19 January 1854:
The Board of Regents, in company with the Governor and heads of departments, have adopted a new alphabet, consisting of 38 characters. The Board have held frequent sittings this winter, with the sanguine hope of simplifying the English language, and especially its Orthography. After many fruitless attempts to render the common alphabet of the day subservient to their purpose, they found it expedient to invent an entirely new and original set of characters. These characters are much more simple in their structure than the usual alphabetical characters; every superfluous mark supposable, is wholly excluded from them. The written and printed hand are substantially merged into one.
Type of some kind, almost certainly wooden 12 , was soon prepared in Salt Lake City, and on 24 March 1854 a four-page folded leaflet with a chart of the Deseret Alphabet was presented to the Board (see Figure 1 ). In this early 1854 version of the Alphabet, we find 38 letters, the canonical glyphs being drawn with a broad pen, with thick emphasis on the downstrokes, and light upstrokes and flourishes. The short-vowel glyphs are represented smaller than the others. George D. Watt was the principal architect of the Deseret Alphabet and, judging by surviving documents, was also the first serious user. Watt was a Pitman stenographer, and the early documents (see Figure 7 ) are written in a distinctly stenographic style 13 . Watt drew the outline of each word cursively, without lifting the pen. Short vowels, shown smaller than the other glyphs in the chart, were incorporated into the linking strokes between the consonants; thus vowels were usually written on upstrokes, which explains their canonical thin strokes and shorter statures in the first chart. The writer had to go back and cross the vowels after finishing the outline; and often short vowels were simply left out.
The demands of cursive writing seem to have influenced the design of several of the letters. In particular, the fussy little loops on the (/d/), (/s/), (/g/), Ǳ (/O/) and (/a w /) were used to link these letters with their neighbors. Watt also combined consonants together with virtuosity, "amalgamating" them together to save space, but at the expense of legibility. Another lamentable characteristic of the early style was the inconsistent use of letters, sometimes to represent their phonemic value and sometimes to represent their conventional name. Thus Watt writes people as the equivalent of /ppl/, expecting the reader to pronounce the first p-letter as /pi/, that being the letter's conventional name when the alphabet is recited. Similarly, Watt can spell being as the equivalent of just /bN/, the letters having names pronounced /bi/ and /IN/, respectively. While probably seen by shorthand writers as a clever way to abbreviate and speed their writing, the confusion of letter names and letter values is a mistake in any book orthography.
Like Isaac Pitman, the Mormons could not resist experimenting with their new alphabet, changing both the inventory of letters and the glyphs. The 1854 alphabet was almost immediately modified, substituting new glyphs for /I/ and /a w / and adding two new letters for the diphthongs /O j / and / j u/, making a 40-letter alphabet as printed in the 1855 Deseret Almanac of W.W. Phelps. This chart was almost certainly the one copied by Rémy and Brenchley [27] who visited Salt Lake City in 1855 (see Figure 8) 14 .
Watt apparently believed that the same basic alphabet could serve for both stenography and everyday orthography, or as the Deseret News, cited above, put it, "The written and printed hand are substantially merged into one." This was in fact an early goal of phonotypy, but it was soon abandoned by Pitman as impractical [15] . The retention of this old idea contributed to making the Deseret Alphabet an esthetic and typographical failure.
One of the fundamental design problems in the Alphabet was the elimination of ascenders and descenders. This was done in a well-intentioned attempt to make the type last longer -type wears out during use, and the ascenders and descenders wear out first -but the lamentable result was that all typeset words have a roughly rectangular shape, and lines of Deseret printing become very monotonous. Some of the glyphs, in particular and , are overly complicated; and in practice writers often confused the pairs vs. and vs. ã. These fundamental design problems need to be distinguished from the font-design problems, which will be discussed below.
The 1857 St. Louis Font
The reform was moving a bit slowly. On 4 February 1856 the Regents appointed George D. Watt, Wilford Woodruff, and Samuel W. Richards to prepare manuscripts and arrange for the printing of books. The journals of Richards and Woodruff show that they went at it hammer and tongs, working on elementary readers and a catechism intended for teaching religious principles to children. The next step was to get a font made.
There are references to an attempt, as early as 1855, to cut Deseret Alphabet punches right in Utah, by a "Brother Sabins"
15 , but there is as yet no evidence that this project succeeded. In 1857, Erastus Snow was sent to St. Louis to procure type, engaging the services of Ladew & Peer, which was the only foundry there at the time [31] . But Snow abandoned the type and hurried back to Utah when he discovered that President Buchanan had dispatched General Albert Sydney Johnston to Utah with 2500 troops from Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, to put down a reported Mormon rebellion and install a new non-Mormon governor. The news of "Johnston's Army" reached Salt Lake City 24 July 1857, when the alleged rebels were gathered for a picnic in a local canyon to celebrate the tenth anniversary of their arrival in Utah. In the ensuing panic, Salt Lake City and the other northern settlements were abandoned, and 30,000 people packed up their wagons and moved at least 45 miles south to Provo. The territorial government, including records and the printing press, were moved all the way to Fillmore in central Utah. While this bizarre and costly fiasco, often called the Utah War or Buchanan's Blunder, was eventually resolved peacefully, it was another setback to the Deseret Alphabet movement.
By late 1858, the Utah War was over, the St. Louis type had arrived in Salt Lake City, and work recommenced. It is very likely that only the punches and matrices were shipped to Utah 16 , and that the Mormons did the actual type casting themselves. The children's texts prepared by the committee of Woodruff, Richards and Watt had been lost; unfazed, Brigham Young told Woodruff to "take hold with Geo. D. Watt and get up some more"
17 . The first use of the new type was to print a business card for George A. Smith, the Church Historian. The stage was now set for the revival of the Deseret Alphabet reform in 1859-60.
The Revival of 1859-1860
Sample Articles Printed in the Deseret News. The period of 1859-60 was a busy and productive one for the Deseret Alphabet. The type was finally available, and on 16 February 1859 the Deseret News printed a sample text from the Fifth Chapter of Matthew, the Sermon on the Mount. Similar practice texts, almost all of them scriptural, appeared almost every week to May 1860. Despite this progress, everyone involved was extremely disappointed with the St. Louis font, which was crudely cut and ugly by any standards. Young felt that the poor type did as much as anything to hold back the reform.
The 1859 Alphabet as printed in the Deseret News (see Figure 9 ) had reverted to 38 letters, lacking dedicated letters for the diphthongs /O j / and / j u/, which had to be printed with digraphs; but the Deseret News apologized for the lack of a / j u/ letter and promised a correction as soon as a new punch could be cut 18 . In 2002 I found the punches for the 1857 St. Louis font in the LDS Church Archives (see Figure 10 ). There proved to be only 36 punches in each of three sizes, but investigation showed that they were originally intended to support a 40-letter version of the Alphabet. The trick was the double use of four of the punches, rotating them 180 degrees to strike a second matrix. Thus the punch for ð also served to strike the matrix for ; the punch for also served for ä; and similarly for the pairs -and -. The sets include punches for the /O j / and / j u/ diphthongs, being and , respectively, but these glyphs had apparently fallen out of favor by 1859 and were not used in the Deseret News.
Handwritten Deseret Alphabet in 1859-60. Brigham Young directed his clerks to use the Alphabet, and the history or biography of Brigham Young was kept in Deseret Alphabet at this time. Another surviving text from this period is the financial "Ledger C", now held at Utah State University (see Figure 12 ). This ledger was probably kept by clerk T.W. Ellerbeck who later wrote [19] , "During one whole year the ledger accounts of President Young were kept by me in those characters, exclusively, except that the figures of the old style were used, not having been changed."
The Ledger C alphabet has 39 letters, including the glyph for / j u/ but using a digraph for /O j /. The Ledger abandons the Alphabet in May of 1860, at the same time that the Deseret News stopped printing sample articles, and the Deseret text was at some point given interlinear glosses in standard orthography. My own favorite document from this era is the Deseret Alphabet journal of Thales Hastings Haskell [29] , kept from 4 October 1859 to the end of that year while he and Marion Jackson Shelton 19 were serving as Mormon missionaries Indian went ahead to Oribe village to tell them that we were coming." The missing r in breakfast is just an isolated error, but the spelling of /stAtId/ for started is characteristic; Haskell was from North New Salem, Franklin Country, Massachusetts, and he dropped his r s after the /A/ vowel [5] . Other writers similarly leave clues to their accents in the phonemically written texts.
Marion J. Shelton was a typical 40-letter Deseret writer from this period, using the more or less standard glyphs for /O j / and for / j u/, as in the following letter 21 , written shortly after his arrival in Orayvi.
ÓÖ¼ ÚÁÐ ÿº Here is the same letter transcribed into traditional orthography.
Oribe Village New Mexico. Nov. 13. 1859. Beloved Brothers, I am sitting on top of my dwelling writing. The way we get into our house is through a little square hole in the top. We go down a ladder and when we get down we have to stand stooping or bump our heads. Yesterday morning I took breakfast with one of my red friends. I went up into the third story and seated myself on the floor beside my friend. The lady of the house brought a "chahkahpta" [tsaqapta], or earthen jar, full of soup, and a basket full of "peek". (a bread resembling blue wrapping paper folded) The old lady seated herself, a little boy also and lastly the cat to its place with its head in the soup and its tail on the peek. So we broke peek dipped soup with our fingers and had a merry breakfast.
These Oribes beat the Mormons for children. a few dogs and cats and horses, a good many sheep, turkeys, and chickens with lots of peaches, corn, beans, melons, and pepper, squashes &c. These things they raise.
Their workshops [kivas] are underground. Their work is chiefly making blankets and belts of wool -they raise some cotton, and are not addicted to begging, but are very intelligent and industrious indians.
I write jokingly but truefully [sic] . But, brothers, I shall see you next fall and will have learned more about these folks by that time and then we'll have big talks together. Yours,
To G.L.
[sic] Smith, R. Bentley, R. Campbell, J.J, J.V. and others.
Over the years, Shelton proposed a number of modifications to the Deseret Alphabet, including the addition of the letter ; its use in the following text 22 shows that it was intended to represent the schwa, or neutral vowel, a phoneme missing from the standard Deseret Alphabet and from the 1847 Ellis-Pitman Alphabet that was its principal model.
This experiment, which never caught on, resulted in a 41-letter Deseret Alphabet. The text in equivalent phonemic IPA is the following: Young with a manuscript of a "first Reader" in standard orthography, Young rejected it emphatically, insisting that "he would not consent to have his type, ink or paper used to print such trash" 24 . In 1864, the Regents considered adopting the phonotypy of Benn Pitman, the brother of Isaac who had established his own Phonographic Institute in Cincinnati in 1853, but the ultimate response was a recommitment to the Deseret Alphabet; sample Alphabet articles reappeared defiantly in the Deseret News 11 May 1864 and continued to the end of the year.
There were in fact several attempts during the 1860s to abandon the Deseret Alphabet. In December of 1867 25 nature of the Deseret Alphabet allowed him to save some money by using the lowercase letters of the existing English (14-point) font as the uppercase letters of the Long Primer (10-point) font. Pratt also had fonts prepared in the Great Primer (18-point) and Double English (28-point) sizes to serve in headings and titles. Not surprisingly, Pratt complained that the three unlucky compositors assigned to the project were making "a great abundance of mistakes in setting type", and he had to give the proofs four good readings and supervise many corrections before the pages could be stereotyped 29 . The Book of Mormon (see Figure 16 of Enos, The Book of Jarom, The Book of Omni and The Words of Mormon 30 . The entire Book of Mormon was also printed on better paper, and was more expensively bound.
Receipts from 1868 and 1869 31 show that the punches, matrices, type and other printing paraphernalia remained the property of the Board of Regents of the Deseret University, but they were left in the care of Russell Bros. in expectation of future work, which in fact never materialized. Although a large collection of nineteenth-century punches survives at Columbia University in New York City, attempts to locate the Russell Bros. Deseret Alphabet punches have so far been unsuccessful.
The 1868-69 "Book" Alphabet and Fonts
After the disappointing debut of the St. Louis type, used reluctantly to print sample articles in the Deseret News in 1859-60 and 1864, Brigham Young had vowed to go to England the next time to get better workmanship 32 . But in fact in 1868 and 1869 the Mormons went only as far as New York City, engaging Russell Bros. to cut new punches, strike matrices, cast type, typeset and print the books. This time they did get professional workmanship, but the resulting book font is still somewhat bizarre, partly because of the inherent awkwardness of the basic shapes, and partly because of choices in font design that now seem old-fashioned. A look at the book font (see Figures 15, 16 and 17) shows that the glyphs, compared to the earlier charts, have been Bodonified: made rigidly vertical, symmetrical wherever possible, and with extreme contrasts of thick and thin. Thom Hinckley, an expert typographer and printer (personal communication), has pointed out that the extreme thins of the font reveal the punch cutter as a master; at the same time, these thin lines would have caused the type to wear quickly, which was one of the very problems the Regents were trying to avoid; printing the extreme thins also required the use of unusually high-quality paper. The 38 glyphs of the 1868-69 book font were basically the same as the 38 glyphs used in printing articles in the Deseret News in 1859-60 and 1864; the only significant difference was that the old glyph was mirror-imaged to .
Nash [21, pp. 23-29] lays out in devastating detail how the Deseret Alphabet type violates principle after principle of good book type, including the catastrophic lack of ascenders and descenders. In the words of printing historian Roby Wentz [31] , "The result was a very monotonous-looking line of type." Hinckley has emphasized the problems of "weight" and "color" in the book font, resulting from the extreme contrast of thicks and thins and the uniformly thin short vowels.
I believe that the problems of weight and color, including the thin representation of short vowels, the fussy loops that overcomplicate some glyphs, and the overall inharmonious collection of glyphs, go all the way back to the original amateur conception of the Deseret Alphabet as being suitable for both shorthand and everyday orthography. It was awkward enough as shorthand, and the translation to type was a failure that no amount of good type design 31 Deseret Alphabet Printing Files 1868 and 1869, LDS Church Archives. 32 Journal History, 16 February 1859. can really cure. One need only compare the Deseret Alphabet to the Shavian Alphabet (see Figures 19 and 18 ) to see the difference between an amateur and a professional design. 
The 1870s: Decline and Fall
The Deseret First Book and The Deseret Second Book had print runs of 10,000 copies each and sold for 15 and 20 cents, respectively. The first third (in actual quantity about a fourth) of the Book of Mormon, intended as an advanced reader, had a print run of 8,000 copies, and sold for 75 cents. Only 500 copies of the full Book of Mormon were printed, and they sold for $2. Or more to the point, the books did not sell.
By the mid 1870s, the Deseret Alphabet was recognized as a failure even by Brigham Young. The bottom line was that books were expensive to produce, and not even loyal Mormons could be persuaded to buy and study them. On 2 October 1875 The Juvenile Instructor, a magazine for Mormon youth, laid the Deseret Alphabet to rest.
The Book of Mormon has been printed in the Deseret Alphabet, but President Young has decided that they are not so well adapted for the purpose designed as it was hoped they would be. There being no shanks [ascenders or descenders] to the letters, all being very even, they are trying to the eye, because of their uniformity. Another objection some have urged against them has been that they are entirely new, and we should have characters as far as possible with which we are familiar: and they have felt that we should use them as far as they go and adopt new characters only for the sounds which our present letters do not represent. There is a system known as the [Benn] Pitman system of phonetics which possesses the advantages alluded to. Mr. Pitman has used all the letters of the alphabet as far as possible and has added seventeen new characters to them, making an alphabet of forty-three letters. The Bible, a dictionary and a number of other works, school books, etc., have been printed in these new characters, and it is found that a person familiar with our present method of reading can learn in a few minutes to read those works printed after this system. We think it altogether likely that the regents of the University will upon further examination adopt this system for use in this Territory. It has been written, and repeated numerous times, that "the Deseret Alphabet died with Brigham Young"; however, the Deseret Alphabet had already been dead for at least a couple of years, and what died with Brigham Young was a very serious project, well in progress, to print Mormon scripture in a slight modification of Benn Pitman's "American phonotypy".
The Deseret Alphabet in Unicode
The Character Inventory and Glyphs
The Deseret Alphabet was first added to the Unicode 3.1 standard 34 in 2001, in the surrogate space 10400-1044F, mostly through the efforts of John H. Jenkins of Apple Computer 35 . It holds some distinction as the first script proposed for the surrogate space; as Jenkins describes it, "Nobody started to implement surrogates because there were no characters using them, and nobody wanted their characters to be encoded using surrogates because nobody was implementing them"
36 . The Deseret Alphabet, being a real but pretty dead script, was chosen as a pioneer -or sacrificial lamb -to break the vicious circle.
The Unicode 3.1 encoding handled only the 38-letter version of the Deseret Alphabet (this made 76 characters, including uppercase and lowercase) used in the printed books of 1868-69. The implementors were honestly unaware that earlier 39-and 40-letter versions of the Alphabet had been seriously used, and so might need to be encoded. I later argued vigorously 37 for the addition of the /O j / and / j u/ letters used in several earlier versions of the Alphabet, including the one used in the Haskell journal and Shelton letters that I have transcribed. John Jenkins backed me up 38 and again deserves the credit for dealing with most of the paperwork and bureaucracy.
The two new letters were included in Unicode 4.0, but unfortunately I could not persuade them to use the 1859-60 glyphs and as the citation glyphs; instead they went all the way back to the primitive glyphs of the 1854-55 charts. Unicode fonts based on the current heterogeneous collection of glyphs will be useless for any practical typesetting of 40-letter Deseret Alphabet documents. 
Unicode Character Names
The Unicode implementation of the Deseret Alphabet is also flawed by some changes to the letter names. Not to criticize anyone personally, but just for the record, there are several reasons why the name changes were ill-advised: The last point is the most unfortunate. Consider Table 1 : The original name for the Deseret letter, which is /A/ in IPA, was "ah", using a common convention in English romanization whereby "ah" represents an unrounded lowback vowel. Most English speakers use this vowel in the words father, bah and hah. In England, and in much of New England, this vowel is distinct from the first vowel in bother, represented in Deseret Alphabet as or in IPA as /6/, which is a rounded low-back vowel; thus for these speakers the words father and bother do not rhyme. But the rounded /6/ has collapsed into unrounded /A/ in General American English, so the words do rhyme for most Americans. Similarly, the Deseret Ǳ letter, IPA /O/, represents a mid-low back rounded vowel that has also collapsed into /A/ for many American speakers. It can still be heard quite distinctly in the speech of many New Yorkers, Philadelphians, and New Englanders in general. The original Deseret name for the Ǳ, "aw", used a common convention for representing this rounded vowel, which occurs in words like law, flaw, paw, aught, caught, etc. The equivalent letter in the Shaw Alphabet is appropriately named AWE. Not understanding the phonological distinctions involved, the implementors of Unicode renamed as SHORT AH and Ǳ as LONG AH, giving precisely the wrong clues to the pronunciation of these rounded vowels. Unfortunately, Unicode policy values consistency over accuracy, and it's almost impossible to change character names once they have been adopted. 
Digital Fonts for the Deseret Alphabet
Non-METAFONT Fonts
Kearney's Deseret Font. A number of digital fonts have been designed for the Deseret Alphabet, most of them based on the 38-letter inventory and glyphs of the book font of 1868-69. The following is a very preliminary survey of fonts that I was able to find and test in early 2004
39 . The prize for the first digital font would seem to go to Greg Kearney, whose Deseret font was created about 1991 using Fontographer. Kearney (personal communication) says that his font, now in the public domain, was created for the LDS Church History Department, now the LDS Church Archives, as a display font for an exhibit.
I had difficulty testing this font 40 to input specific texts on my Mac OS X system, but see Figure 21 for a sample of the glyphs as displayed by the FontBook application.
Bateman's Deseret Font. Edward Bateman, a graphic designer in Salt Lake City, scanned the Russell Bros. fonts from a copy of The Deseret Second Book, cleaned them up electronically using Fontographer, and created his font, also called Deseret, in August 1995 [3] . The font came out of his graphics work on the delightfully tongue-in-cheek 1995 science-fiction film Plan 10 from Outer Space 41 , with a plot that revolves around a mysterious plaque written by aliens in the Deseret Alphabet. The font (see Figure 22 ) is still available from Bateman 42 , in both a TrueType version for Windows and a PostScript version for Macintosh 43 . He has plans (personal communication) to repackage the font on a CD-ROM for modern Mac owners who no longer have a floppy-disk drive. An unusual feature of the Bateman font is that it contains only lowercase letters, or perhaps only uppercase -you really can't tell the difference in the Deseret Alphabet. This font is notable for reproducing the extreme contrast of thicks and thins seen in the original Russell Bros. font.
Jenkins' Zarahemla and Sidon Fonts. John Jenkins of Apple has created two fonts. The first, named Zarahemla, was created about 1995, originally using Fontographer (personal communication). Jenkins scanned the 1868-69 Russell Bros. glyphs, traced them, and cleaned them up digitally. This font is still available stand-alone and was part of Jenkins' DLK 44 (Deseret Language Kit) for typing Deseret Alphabet in Apple operating systems up to OS 9. The Zarahemla glyphs (see Figure 23 ) are now included in the Apple Symbols font distributed with OS X. Real Unicode Deseret Alphabet text can be typed using the Character Palette or the Unicode Hex Keyboard.
A second Jenkins font, called Sidon, was created about 1999, originally using METAFONT, with the glyphs later copied into FontLab. "The idea was to have a Deseret Alphabet font which was not intended to just slavishly copy what the Church did in the 1860s." Sidon is not yet available stand-alone, but the glyphs (see Figure 24) Gothic, etc. Kass informs me that the glyphs (see Figure 25 ) were designed from scratch and resided originally in the Private Use Area of the Code2000 font until Deseret was officially accepted and assigned code points in the surrogate space. 
Beesley's METAFONT desalph Font and L A T E X Package
My own desalph font (see Figure 28 ) was created with METAFONT for the specific purpose of typesetting 40-letter Deseret Alphabet manuscripts from 1859-60.
These documents were typically written with narrow nib pens, producing some thick-thin distinction, so the coding relies heavily on METAFONT penstroke commands. I took my inspiration from the pre-book charts of 1854-55, and from real handwriting. The penstrokes follow the path used to draw the glyphs, giving a hint of the original handwriting that is completely obscured in the Bodonified book font of 1868-69.
The desalph font is made available in a desalph package, which can be used in a L A T E X document much like the TIPA package 50 . The input of Deseret Alphabet characters can be done somewhat clumsily using commands like \dalclongi (Deseret Alphabet lowercase long i) for or \dauclongi (Deseret Alphabet uppercase long i) for . Inside \textda{} commands, a more convenient system of transliteration "shortcuts" can be used. As I was already somewhat comfortable with the shortcuts of the TIPA package, for entering IPA letters, I laid out the desalph font internally so that the same shortcuts could be used wherever possible. Simple commands were defined to enter diphthongs and affricates, which have no shortcuts in TIPA. A simply defined \ipa{} command allows the same commands to be used to enter equivalent IPA diphthongs and affricates. The principal entry commands are summarized in Table 2 , and some extra commands for unusual and idiosyncratic glyphs are shown in Table 3 . Uppercase letters, found in Deseret Alphabet but not in IPA, can be entered with corresponding uppercase "uc" commands with names like \dauclongi, or by placing the shortcut in the \uc{} command, e.g. \uc{i}.
The use of METAFONT allowed me to define the proper glyphs for the 1859-60 manuscripts, especially the used for /O j / and the used for / j u/, which I have never seen in a printed chart or document 51 . When I found a manuscript with the experimental new letter for the neutral vowel called schwa (/@/), making a 41-letter alphabet, adding it to my METAFONT font was a simple exercise.
The skeleton example in Figure 29 illustrates the use of the desalph and tipa packages, and the definition of the \ipa{} command. This file yields the following output:
A sample of Deseret Alphabet entered using shortcuts:
Parallel phonemic IPA entered using the same shortcuts: i e A O o u I E ae 6 2 U a j O j a w j u w j h p b t d Ù Ã k g f v T D s z S Z r l m n N 6 Current and Future Projects
The Deseret Alphabet and Native American Languages
Although the Deseret Alphabet was intended for writing English, there was some hope and expectation that it could be used to transcribe other languages, that it 50 http://tooyoo.l.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ ∼ fkr/ 51 An punch appears in the set of St. Louis punches of 1857, but it was not used when printing finally started in 1859. Table 2 . Commands from the desalph package to insert 1859-60 Deseret Alphabet glyphs into running text, and shortcuts that can be used in desalph environments. The single-letter shortcuts are parallel to the input transliteration for the TIPA package. The commands defined for diphthongs and affricates can also be used inside \ipa{} commands, allowing the same entry method to be used for both the Deseret Alphabet and equivalent phonemic IPA. could serve as a kind of international phonetic alphabet 52 . The Deseret Alphabet reform coincided with a period of intense Mormon interest in Native Americans, and there is growing evidence that missionaries tried to use the Alphabet in the field. For example, Isaac Bullock wrote a Shoshone vocabulary that includes Deseret Alphabet pronunciations for at least some of the Shoshone words 53 . In 1859, Marion J. Shelton tried to teach the Deseret Alphabet to the Paiutes in the area of Santa Clara, Utah, and there are hints that missionaries may have tried to introduce Deseret-Alphabet-based literacy to the Navajo, the Zuñi, the Creeks, and other tribes. Much research remains to be done in this area.
The Second Mormon Mission to the Hopi: 1859-60
In the last couple of years, it has become clear that there was a serious attempt to introduce Deseret-Alphabet-based literacy to the Hopi. In 1859, President Brigham Young personally chose Marion J. Shelton, instructed him to go to Hopi-land, stay a year, learn the language and try to "reduce their dialect to a written language" using the Deseret Alphabet 54 . This was the second of fifteen early missions to the Hopi [23, 13, 14] . In December of 2002 I discovered an uncatalogued and unidentified "Indian Vocabulary" in the LDS Church Archives, and I was able to identify it as English-to-Hopi. I have argued [8] that it was written by Marion J. Shelton during this mission, and it appears to be the oldest written evidence of the Hopi language.
The entire vocabulary has now been typed into an XML format, with fields added for modern English and Hopi orthography, modern dictionary definitions, and comments and references of various kinds. The XML file is downtranslated using a Perl-language script, with the helpful Perl XML::Twig package 55 , to produce L A T E X source code with Deseret Alphabet output, using the desalph package and font, and equivalent phonemic IPA output, using the TIPA package. The use of XML, the desalph font, TIPA and L A T E X allows me and my co-author Dirk Elzinga to reproduce this extraordinary document for study and publication. Creating and maintaining the original data in an XML format gives us all the advantages of XML validation and abstraction; and the flexibility of downtranslation to L A T E X allows us to format the output in different ways suitable for proofreading or for final publication.
The English-Hopi Vocabulary (see Figure 30 ) is written entirely in the Deseret Alphabet and includes 486 entries like the following Ö ÁØ¹×ØÁ Ô º Óº Ó with an English word on the left and a Hopi word in Third Mesa (Orayvi) dialect on the right. Encoded as XML, and with auxiliary information added, this entry appears as shown in Figure 31 . The XML file is validated using a Relax NG schema. Downtranslation of the XML entry currently yields the L A T E X output in Figure 32 , which is a line in a table. When typeset, the entry appears as shown in Table 4 . This open tabular format is ideal for proofreading, and for the final paper all that will be required is a modified Perl script to downtranslate the same XML file into other L A T E X codes that waste less space. <left>r\ae{}bIt-stIk</left> <eng>rabbit stick</eng> <right>pe\tS{}.ko.ho</right> <hd pages="449">puts$|$koho 'rabbit stick, a flat boomerang-like stick used for hunting; used for throwing and hitting it on the run'</hd> <mk></mk> </entry> I have also transcribed the journal of Thales H. Haskell, kept in the Deseret Alphabet from October through December of 1859, and will include it in a general history of the second mission to the Hopi [7] . Here, for reading practice, is an extract from his journal in the original Deseret Alphabet and in equivalent phonemic IPA. Haskell idiosyncratically uses the glyph for the /O j / diphthong instead of the glyph used by most other writers in 1859. wEnt da w n tu ma j wUlf traep b2t no wUlvz haed bEn tU It kem hom aend fa w n br SEltn pripaerIN e krIstm2s fist g6t It rEdI aend Inva j tId .3. Ov D hEd mEn Ov D vIlIÃ tu it wID 2s haed bO j ld m2tn st j ud piÙIz s j uIt d2mplInz fra j dkeks paenkeks aend pik aeftr dInr wi smokt s2N e hIm aend haed s2m k6nvrseS2n wID a w r IndI2n frEndz De aepird tu EnÃO j DEmsElvz vErI m2Ù.
Other Possible Deseret Alphabet Typesetting Projects
Around 1985 the original Deseret Alphabet Book of Mormon was scanned and OCRed under the direction of Prof. John Robertson of the Brigham Young University Linguistics department, and the text was proofread by Kristen McKendry 56 . The surviving files from this project are not well organized, and may not be complete, but it appears that the Deseret Alphabet Book of Mormon could now be reproduced without too much difficulty. As the original Book of Mormon had a print run of only 500 copies, and as a copy today can fetch upwards of $7000 or $8000, there has always been some interest in retypesetting it.
The Deseret First Book and The Deseret Second Book had print runs of 10,000 copies each, are therefore much more plentiful, and copies today go for around $200. The Deseret First Book has even been reprinted photographically for sale to tourists as a Utah curiosity [26] , and the text has been keyed in by John Jenkins, and proofread by Michael Everson and by myself. Such projects are of interest to linguists who want to search the texts electronically.
In 1967, LDS Church archivists found a bundle of forgotten Deseret Alphabet manuscripts, some of them ready for the typesetter but never printed [32] 
Conclusion
Although the Deseret Alphabet was never intended for secrecy [6] , few people then or now can be persuaded to learn it, and a number of interesting documents have been ignored and unstudied for over 140 years. The letters and journals are of interest to historians, and the phonemically written texts are also of interest to linguists. With the help of XML, L A T E X, TIPA and new digital fonts for the Deseret Alphabet, these neglected documents are coming to light again.
